Structured documents as forms, cheques, and slips are used widely in all sectors and have an inherently high error rate (ERR) which is mainly due to many factors as inconsistent of human while filling the documents manually, different written language used all over the world to fill up the required information, different structure and layouts for each document. In document classification systems, not only it is difficult to keep the ERR low, finding features that differentiate the documents that are almost similar is considered as another tough challenge. Finding a generic solution for a different written language forms and solving the previous mentioned obstacles poses a great challenge in the development of more robust structured document classification system. In this paper, an adaptive generic document classification engine is proposed based on building a unique sequence of discrete symbols out of the structured document's features and implementing a dynamic time wrapping (DTW) algorithm to calculate the similarities between the sequence of symbols of the tested document and all the saved sequence of symbols for all the templates and providing the decision. This novel technique of building a sequence of different symbols extracted out of a unique features and using a DTW algorithm to classify the input shows a higher level of robustness with improved ERR.
Introduction
The need to classify the document is required in many areas. Among the major areas are the banking sectors, universities, and government offices. Among different techniques to classify the document [1] [2] [3] , structured document classification system based on layout is not widely used. One major drawback is due to its high error rate (ERR) because of the difficulty to define a similarity measure in a real situation as the tested document might be tilted [4] , noise corrupted [5] , and manually edited documents as test sets using different schemes [6] . Another major problem in structured document classification system is many documents related to the same sector might have a standard layout. In order to overcome these problems, the study aims to propose an Adaptive generic document classification engine which enables the incoming document to be ordered and classified via template regardless the written language and direct them to specific departments, people, or another automated system for processing.
In this work we develop a structured document classifier based on applying DTW over the features extracted out of the reference lines and distinctive blobs. A dynamic tilting technique based on clustering has been proposed [7] as a preprocessing stage before the feature extraction and classification. To ensure higher accuracy and lower ERR, the system implemented adaptive thresholding method to binarize the image before starting the whole process. The block diagram is shown as in Fig. 1. 
System Modules
The proposed system consists of the following seven modules:
Data acquisition module
It's difficult to give comparable results against other researchers and commercial software suppliers due to lack of a uniform benchmark and confidentiality clauses for most of the forms and the checks. For the previous mentioned reason, self-process of collecting different forms and cheques is accomplished to get a reliable data set for evaluation and testing purposes.
Pre-processing module
The pre-processing part of the system consists of three steps as is shown in pink color in Figure 1 
Size normalization stage
In order to avoid the problems caused by extracting different features out of different sized samples. A resizing step is recommended as an initial stage to the whole system [8] [9] in order to resize the scanned document horizontally and vertically [500 * 500]. 
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(500) Figure 2 . Sample of the template after resizing process
Thresholding stage
The system thresholding technique is developed based on the ordinal structure fuzzy logic model which has an advantage due to their ability in handling multiple inputs and outputs. Based on the 3 highest accurate pre-developed thresholding techniques (SIS, Deravi, and Rosenfeld) the ordinal structure fuzzy logic model is developed to predict the value of the pixel after thresholding whether it is black or white. Software has been developed for such purpose and the performance of the structured document classifier is compared to the different thresholding techniques. The results based on using SOFM for thresholding show a high level of accuracy which can be used for many applications. 
Tilting and skewing module
As the distributed noisy points will have a negative effect on the proposed tilting process, they are removed by applying thinning process (morphological) on the whole binarized image. After that the image is segmented to 5*5 sub-images in order to statistically examine the intensity values of the active pixels (white color pixels) in the sub window. The intensity is calculated by counting total number of these pixels and comparing the value with a threshold value in order to decide whether to flip their values to background (black color) or not.
Else Do Nothing
Where: N Total Number of active pixels within 5*5 window.
Th = (is* is + is) / 3: is=2 Increment
Step for a pixel to constitute the sub window Method using clustering technique will be presented to calculate the value of the angle and adjust the skewed document in order to be passed to the next stage [7] . 
Feature extraction module
Feature Selection involves simplifying the amount of resources required to describe a large set of data accurately. For the case of structured documents, finding generic features that able to interpret different types of forms is not feasible using present techniques, it is possible to develop a specific method to process the specific type of forms contained in the documents due to the huge amount and unsorted documents which were collected every day and differed in terms of outlook, layout, size, meaning etc [10] . The implemented technique [11] proposed to extract features out of the reference lines and blobs in order to have a language separable classifier. 
Extraction of blobs
This stage tries to detect distinctive data out of the structured document such as Logo and title area, the places of required information can be noticed as connected regions in binary image. Following steps should be executed to accomplish the required task:
 Dilation: it is applied to merge nearby regions by expanding all the white parts (active pixels) and facilitating the extraction process of the blobs.  Joining pixel: this step joins the connected target pixel into different blobs and removes non distinctive blobs that contain area below specific threshold.  Detecting the blobs which can be used as unique features recognizing the document in the classification process. Figure 6 . Blob extraction over two different samples
Sequence of discrete symbols
The local features are divided into two categories namely, local features based on line and local features based on blobs.
The following calculations are required to calculate two of the local features based on lines which are explained in After finding the features based on lines, blob features are calculated as the following for all the extracted distinctive blobs:
i y x , refer to all the points related to the blob. D refers to how many effective pixels inside the blob (density).
Classifier module
As mentioned in the introduction section, the dynamic time wrapping will be implemented as a classifier for the proposed structured document system.
Dynamic time wrapping
This technique is based on measuring similarity between two sequences of features, one sequence is calculated based on the tested document and another is for one of saved templates. A statistical method is used to classify the document based on 13-dimensional features extracted from the tested document. The number of points in the sequence will be different between different document as it is based on the number of detected lines and blobs in the document itself. These detected points will be used as the first input to DTW beside the points of the saved templates during the training stage then the system will compare the different calculated DTW values to give the decision.
Experimental Results and Discussions
In this experiment several aspects have also been looked upon which includes:
 A comparison of the system performance namely ERR using three different sequence of features (only lines' features , only blobs' features, both of them)
Structured document database
The experiments were performed with our databases which we collected from different banks and offices. Forms in the dataset were generated differently by scanning them with different resolution and by adding text to them, collected forms consist of different templates varied from simple embedded check, complicated embedded checks, simple embedded form, and complicated embedded form as shown in below 
Experimental results
The classification results of ERR for simple form and cheques and for complicated forms and cheques are shown in Table. 2 From an analysis of the error rate using different sequence of features as shown in Table. 3, we observed that the best average error rate for simple forms and also for complicated forms is while passing both of the line and blob features to the DTW classifier.
Conclusion
Structured document classification systems have not been widely used in many real world applications. One major drawback is that humans are not consistent in filling and scanning the document. Thus, more robust document classification systems are based on OCR or recognizing a watermark provided to the document. The system has been developed to handle the document regardless whether the documents have watermark or not and what are the language of these documents. Three different sequential features are provided to the implemented DTW classifier. Applying both of the features extracted from the lines and blobs has improved the output decision of the system and enhance the values of ERR.
